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Abstract In a supernova explosion, the ejecta interacting with the sur-
rounding circumstellar medium (CSM) give rise to variety of radiation.
Since CSM is created from the mass lost from the progenitor star, it carries
footprints of the late time evolution of the star. This is one of the unique
ways to get a handle on the nature of the progenitor star system. Here,
I will focus mainly on the supernovae (SNe) exploding in dense environ-
ments, a.k.a. Type IIn SNe. Radio and X-ray emission from this class of
SNe have revealed important modifications in their radiation properties,
due to the presence of high density CSM. Forward shock dominance of the
X-ray emission, internal free-free absorption of the radio emission, episodic
or non-steady mass loss rate, and asymmetry in the explosion seem to be
common properties of this class of SNe.
Keywords radiation mechanisms: general; radiative transfer; stars:
mass-loss; supernovae: general; X-rays: general; radio continuum: general
1 Introduction
A massive star (mass M > 8M) evolves for millions of years, burning
nuclear fuel, and keeping the star stable with resulting outward radiation
pressure. However, when the nuclear fuel in the star is exhausted, the equi-
librium between gravity and radiation pressure ceases to exist and the star
collapses under its own gravity within a fraction of a second. At some point
the implosion turns into an explosion, and a core-collapse supernova (SN)
is born, leaving behind a relic which is either a neutron star or a black
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2hole. This is the most simplistic picture of a SN explosion. The classic pa-
per by Brown and Bethe (1985) remains one of the best resources to get
overall qualitative picture of the SN explosion. Understanding the detailed
and quantitative characteristics of the explosion requires complex neutrino
physics, general relativity and magnetohydrodynamics. Other kinds of su-
pernovae (SNe), thermonuclear SNe, arising from the detonation of a white
dwarf residing in a binary system are not the subject of this review.
Stars lose mass from their least gravitationally bound outermost lay-
ers. The mass loss rate M˙ from a massive star can be expressed as M˙ =
4pir2∞ρ(r∞)v∞, where ρ(r∞) is the average mass density of the star at a
distance r∞ from the centre where the wind speed vwind has reached ter-
minal velocity v∞ (Smith 2014). While the Sun is losing mass at a rate
of M˙ ∼ 10−14 M yr−1, the massive stars lose mass more profusely owing
to their much larger radii. The mass lost manifests itself in the form of
dense winds moving with velocities of the order 10–1000 km s−1, creating
a high density medium surrounding the star, a.k.a. circumstellar medium
(CSM). The wind speed is generally proportional to the star’s escape ve-
locity, thus the outflows from the yellow super giants (YSGs) and red super
giants (RSGs) with larger radii are normally slower (∼ 10 − 20 km s−1),
whereas luminous blue variable (LBV) and blue super giants (BSGs) with
smaller radii have faster winds (∼ 100 km s−1). In reality, though, high
radiation from the SN can potentially accelerate the CSM winds to much
higher speeds (Smith 2014).
In normal core-collapse SNe, the spectra and energetics are mainly gov-
erned by the explosion dynamics, and do not have imprints from the CSM.
However, in a class of core-collapse SNe exploding in dense environments,
termed as type IIn SNe (hereafter SNe IIn), the high CSM densities reveal
their presence in the form of narrow emission lines in their optical spectra.
While the radioactive decay mainly powers the optical light curves in nor-
mal core collapse SNe, the energetics have a significant contribution from
the SN explosion ejecta interacting with the dense CSM in SNe IIn, re-
sulting in high bolometric and H-α luminosities (Chugai 1990). Due to this
extra source of energy, they are detectable up to cosmological distances.
The farthest detected Type IIn SN is at a redshift, z = 2.36 (Cooke et al
2009). SNe IIn are the focus of this review.
2 Progenitors of SNe IIn
The progenitor mass loss rates required to explain the extreme densities
of SNe IIn are quite high, e.g. 10−3 − 10−1M yr−1. Chugai et al (2004)
derived mass loss rate for SN 1994W to be ∼ 0.2M yr−1, whereas, the
mass loss rate for SN 1995G was found to be ∼ 0.1M yr−1 (Chugai and
Danziger 2003). In case of SN 1997ab, Salamanca et al (1998) argued that
narrow P-Cygni profile superimposed on the broad emission lines implied
a mass loss rate of ∼ 10−2M yr−1 for a presupernova wind velocity of
90 km s−1. Chandra et al (2012a) and Chandra et al (2015) found mass loss
rates ∼ 10−3M yr−1 and ∼ 10−1M yr−1 for SN 2006jd and SN 2010jl,
3respectively. This indicates that the mass loss rates in SNe IIn are extremely
high and not explained in standard stellar evolution theories of normal class
of evolved stars, such as Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, LBVs, YSGs, RSGs etc
(Fullerton et al 2006). One possibility is that such high mass loss rates
may be related to an explosive event a few years before the SN outburst
(Chugai and Danziger 2003, Pastorello et al 2007). Radiation production
close to the Eddington limit can make the star unstable, which can lead
to eruptive mass loss in a dramatically short time. However, the only stars
which could incorporate enhanced mass loss shortly before explosion are
super-asymptotic giant branch stars (AGB; mass 8−10M), massive RSGs
(mass 17−25M) and LBV giant eruptions (mass > 35M) (Fullerton et al
2006).
While erupting LBV progenitors are favorite models for bright SNe IIn
because of their extreme mass loss rates (Humphreys et al 1999), they are a
transient phase between O-type and WR stars (Humphreys and Davidson
1994), and are not supposed to explode at this phase. Even if they explode,
the fine tuning of the explosion at the core coinciding with the enhanced
episodic mass loss from the outer most layer is not understood. Yet archival
data in some SNe IIn seem to suggest LBVs as progenitors, in particular
SN 2005gl (Gal-Yam et al 2007), SN 2009ip (Mauerhan et al 2013), and
SN 2010jl (Smith et al 2011). The pre-explosion Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) observations suggested an LBV progenitor for SN 2005gl (Gal-Yam
et al 2007). In addition, the inferred pre-shock wind speed of 420 km s−1
deduced from narrow hydrogen lines was also found to be consistent with
the speeds of LBV eruptive winds (Smith et al 2010). In SN 2009ip, mul-
tiple pre-SN eruptions were observed before the star was finally thought
to explode as SN IIn in 2012, strengthening the connection between SNe
IIn and an LBV progenitors (Mauerhan et al 2013). However, whether the
2012 event was a true SN is still debated (Fraser et al 2013). In case of
SN 2010jl, pre-explosion archival HST data revealed a luminous, blue point
source at the position of the SN, suggesting M > 30M LBV progenitor
(Smith et al 2011). But recently Fox et al (2017) presented HST Wide-Field
Camera (WFC3) imaging of the SN 2010jl field obtained 4−6 years after the
SN explosion and showed that the SN is 0.61” offset from the blue source
previously considered the progenitor LBV star. The pre-SN eruptions have
also been looked for and were found in roughly half the SNe, in a sample
of ∼ 16 SNe IIn from the Palomar Transient Factory archival data (Ofek
et al 2014a). However, these arguments were contradicted by Bilinski et al
(2015), who analysed 12 years of Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope
archival data having five known SNe IIn locations and found no precursors.
Anderson et al (2012) used H-α emission and near-ultraviolet (UV) emis-
sion as tracers of ongoing (< 16 Myr old) and recent (16 − 100 Myr old)
star formation, respectively. He used pixel statistics to build distributions
of associations of different types of SNe with host galaxy star formation.
His sample of 19 SNe IIn was found to trace the recent star formation but
not the ongoing star formation. Under the assumption that more massive a
stars have shorter life times, this implied that contrary to general believe,
the majority of SNe IIn do not arise from the most massive stars. This
4was also suggested by Chugai and Danziger (1994) based on the low ejecta
mass Mej < 1M in SN 1988Z. In addition, Sanders et al (2013) reported
the detection of another interactive kind (Type Ibn) of SN, PS1-12sk, in a
giant elliptical galaxy CGCG 208-042 (z = 0.054), with no evidence for on-
going star formation at the explosion site. This further challenges the idea
of interacting SNe arising from very massive progenitor stars, and puts a
question mark on the LBV progenitors.
In addition, questions have been raised over the true nature of LBVs.
Smith and Tombleson (2015) challenged the current understanding of LBVs,
i.e. they being a transient phase between O-type and WR stars. They found
that the LBVs are not spatially located in O-type clusters and are statis-
tically more isolated than O-type and WR stars. Based on the relatively
isolated environments of LBVs, they suggested that LBVs are the prod-
uct of binary evolution. The explained LBVs to be evolved massive blue
stragglers. Smith et al (2016) took late time HST observations of the SN
2009ip site to search for evidence of recent star formation in the local envi-
ronment, and found none within a few kpc. If LBVs are indeed a transient
phase between O-type and WR stars, they should be found in the massive
star forming regions. They proposed that the SN 2009ip progenitor may
have been the product of a merger or binary mass transfer, rejuvenated
after 4–5 Myr.
Even though LBVs remain the most favoured and exotic progenitors of
SNe IIn, alternative models too have been suggested. Chugai and Danziger
(1994), Chevalier (2012) proposed a binary model where common envelope
evolution can give rise to SNe IIn. In this model, the SN is triggered by the
inspiral of a compact neutron star or black hole to the central core of the
binary star. Pulsational pair instability models too have been suggested, es-
pecially in Type IIn SLSNe, e.g. SN 2006gy (Woosley et al 2007). Quataert
and Shiode (2012) proposed a graveity-wave driven mass loss model for such
SNe IIn. According to this model, the fusion luminosity post C-burning
stage can reach super-Eddington values and generate gravity wave in mas-
sive stars. As the gravity waves propagate towards stellar surface, they can
convert into sound waves and dissipation of the sound waves can trigger a
sudden enhanced mass loss.
Overall, there is a large discrepancy in the progenitor models of SNe IIn.
The heart of the problem is that SNe IIn classification is an external one,
where any explosion surrounded by very high density can mimic a type IIn
SN. Thus SNe IIn are governed by external factors rather than by inter-
nal explosion dynamics. Recently some superluminous supernovae (SLSNe)
have also been explained in the extreme ejecta-CS interaction scenario by
Chevalier and Irwin (2011). These are expected to be the extreme version
of SNe IIn (Quimby et al 2013). Thus SNe IIn certainly encompass objects
of different stellar evolution and mass loss history. For example, SN 1994W
had a very fast decline after about > 125 days (Sollerman et al 1998), con-
trary to SN 1988Z which remained bright for a very long time (Turatto et al
1993). SN 1998S was initially classified as a bright Type IIL SN, however,
at a very early stage (< 10 days) it started to show characteristics of type
IIn SN (Li et al 1998). A special class of SNe IIn is characterized by spectral
5similarities to Type Ia SNe at peak light, but later shows SN IIn properties,
e.g., SNe 2002ic, 2005gj, PTF 11kx. While the explosion mechanism is not
determined in the first two SNe, PTF 11kx was clearly considered to be
a thermonuclear event (Dilday et al 2012). Some SNe IIn also appear to
be related to Type Ib/c SNe. For example, SNe 2001em and 2014C were
initially classified as type Ib SNe, however, at late epochs, signatures of
the dense CSM interaction were found and these SNe were reclassified as
SNe IIn (Chugai and Chevalier 2006, Milisavljevic et al 2015). These are
not the only SNe Ib/c to show late time CSM interaction signatures. While
analysing a sample of 183 SNe Ib/c, Margutti et al (2017) found these late
rebrightenings in SNe 2003gk, 2007bg, and PTF11qcj as well.
A well sampled long term observational follow up of ejecta-CSM interac-
tion is the key to unravel the true nature of the SNe IIn progenitors through
their footprints in their light curve and spectra.
3 Circumstellar Interaction
After a SN explosion, the shock wave propagates through the star and after
shock breakout the expanding ejecta start to interact with the surrounding
medium. While the inner part of the ejecta density profile is flatter, it is
less important for the ejecta-CSM interaction dynamics. The outer ejecta
density profile, more relevant part for the interaction, can be described
as ρej = ρo(t/to)
−3(Vot/r)n (where for a mass element mi, ejecta velocity
V (mi), radius r(mi) and density ρ(mi) have time dependence of r(mi) =
V (mi)t and ρ(mi) = ρo(mi)(to/t)
3, Chevalier and Fransson 2016). The
factor t−3 comes due to free expansion of the gas.
The ejecta shock moving through stellar layers is radiation dominated
mediated by photons. However, eventually the photons will diffuse out, lead-
ing to the disappearance of the radiation dominated shock and acceleration
of the outer gas. The velocity of the accelerated outer gas drops with ra-
dius because of the decreasing flux, hence the inner gas would catch up with
the outer gas. Since the ejecta velocity is still supersonic, a viscous shock
will be formed, which will commence the interaction with the surrounding
medium.
Diffusion of the photons will happen when the optical depth is smaller
than the ratio of speed of light, c to ejecta velocity Vej, i.e. ≤ c/Vej and the
photon diffusion time scale becomes comparable to that of age of the SN
(Chevalier and Fransson 2016). In normal core-collapse SNe, the diffusion
happens at the progenitor radius, in the form of shock breakout and a huge
amount of energy (1046 − 1048 ergs, Matzner and McKee 1999, Chevalier
and Fransson 2016) is released, mainly in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) to soft
X-rays. The shock breakout time scale is small (∼ 1 hr), and is followed
by the optical peak due to radioactivity. However, in some SNe IIn (espe-
cially superluminous SNe IIn), the density of the medium surrounding the
exploding star is so high that optical depth τwind > c/Vej, and the shock
breakout will happen in the CSM over a longer period of time, powering
the bolometric light curve. Radiation from shock breakout can ionize and
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a SN ejecta interacting with the surrounding CSM.
This creates a hot 109 K forward shock, a 107 K reverse shock and a contact dis-
continuity in between. Hot forward and reverse shocks produce X-ray emission,
whereas the electrons accelerated in the forward shock in the presence of the en-
hanced magnetic field produce synchrotron radio emission. Reprocessed X-ray can
also come out as optical and UV radiation.
accelerate the immediate medium around it. Svirski et al (2012) have pre-
dicted the generation of late time hard X-ray emission in these prolongated
shock breakouts, which has been detected in a few SNe (Ofek et al 2013).
The structure of the unshocked CSM is important for the further ejecta-
CSM interaction post shock-breakout. The CSM density profile ρwind de-
pends upon mass loss rate as ρwind(r) = M˙/4pir
−svwind (where s = 2 for a
steady wind). Thus if one has information of the ρwind, the mass loss rate of
the progenitor star can be estimated, provided the wind velocity is known.
The fast moving ejecta collides with the CSM leading to the formation of
a ‘forward’ shock moving in the CSM and a ‘reverse’ shock propagating
back into the stellar envelope relative to the expanding stellar ejecta (Fig. 1
and Chevalier 1981, 1982a). In between the forward and the reverse shocks
there exists a contact discontinuity, which is anything but smooth due to
the instabilities in the region caused by low density shocked CSM deceler-
ating high density shocked ejecta. The forward shock has a velocity of the
order 10, 000 km s−1 and temperature ∼ 109 K, whereas the reverse shock
moves with velocity ∼ 1000 km s−1, heating the stellar ejecta to ∼ 107
K. The main consequences of the ejecta-CSM interaction is production of
X-ray and radio emission (Chevalier 1982b, Chevalier and Fransson 2003,
2016). An analytical model of the emission due to ejecta-CSM interaction
7in SNe was developed by Chevalier (1982b), in which ejecta moves freely
for several years in the ejecta dominated phase (mass of the ejecta is larger
than the swept-up CSM mass). In normal core-collpase SNe, it takes several
thousands of years for the swept-up CSM mass to be significant enough (as
compared to the ejecta mass) to slow down the free moving ejecta. How-
ever, in SNe IIn, the extremely dense CSM can substantially decelerate the
SN ejecta very quickly, and converts ejecta kinetic energy into radiation
very efficiently. This also causes the forward shock to cool radiatively and
collapse into a cool dense shell.
Since the shock velocities are typically 100–1000 times the speed of the
progenitor winds, the shock wave samples the wind lost many hundreds–
thousands of years ago and thus probes the past history of the star.
When the interaction region between the forward and reverse shocks
is treated in a thin-shell approximation, the shock front evolution is char-
acterized by a self-similar solution (Chevalier 1981, 1982a,b). By balanc-
ing the ram pressure from the CSM and the ejecta, one can derive the
the shock radii Rs expansion, which is a power law in time as Rs ∝ tm
(m = (n−3)/(n−2)). These solutions are valid for n > 5 to meet the finite
energy constraints (Matzner and McKee 1999).
Chevalier and Fransson (2016) have shown how to obtain various shock
parameters. Please refer to it for details. Here I write down the main equa-
tions needed to interpret the observational data. Throughout the chapter,
the subscript ‘CS’ refers to circumstellar shock and ’rev’ to reverse shock.
The swept up masses behind the two shocks can be written as
MCS =
M˙Rs
vwind
(1)
Mrev = 4pi
∫ ∞
Rs
ρ(r)r2dr
Since ρrev/ρCS = ρej/ρwind, the masses and the densities of the shocked
shells are related as
Mrev =
(n− 4)
2
MCS (2)
ρrev =
(n− 4)(n− 3)
2
ρCS
The maximum ejecta velocity Vej, circumstellar shock velocity at the
contact discontinuity Vs, and reverse shock velocity Vrev can be written as
Vej = Rs/t ∝ t−1/(n−2) (3)
Vs = dRs/dt = (n− 3)/(n− 2)Vej
Vrev = Vej − Vs = Vej/(n− 2)
The temperature of the forward CSM shock TCS (assuming cosmic abun-
dances), and that of the reverse shock Trev are
8kTCS = 117
(
n− 3
n− 2
)2(
Vej
104 km s−1
)2
keV (4)
kTrev =
TCSM
(n− 3)2 = 1.2
(
10
n− 2
)2(
Vej
104 km s−1
)2
keV
The above equations assume energy equipartition between ions and elec-
trons, for which the characteristic time is
teq = 2.5× 107
(
Te
109 K
)1.5 ( ne
107 cm−3
)−1
s (5)
The ratio of the electron temperatures of the shocked CSM and shocked
ejecta is (n − 3)2. Due to the low temperature and higher density, the
condition of equipartition between ions and electrons may be valid in the
reverse shock, but it is highly unlikely for the forward shock to obtain
electron ion equilibrium. However, in SNe IIn, it is possible to meet this
condition for both reverse as well as forward shocks owing to their extreme
densities.
3.1 Radiation in ejecta CSM interaction
During ejecta CSM interaction in SNe, radiation can come in multiple fre-
quency bands from the shocked as well as unshocked regions via multiple
channels.
In the shocked CSM, the photospheric photons may undergo inverse-
Compton (IC) scattering by the energetic electrons and may emit in UV
and X-rays. For an electron scattering optical depth τe with τe < 1 behind
the CSM, a fraction τNe electrons will scatter N times and boost their
energies to UV and X-ray with a power-law spectrum of spectral index
between −1 to −3 (Chevalier and Fransson 2003).
In addition, forward and reverse shocks are very hot (Eq. 5) and can
emit soft and hard X-rays by free-free bremsstrahlung radiation. The total
X-ray luminosity in free-free emission depends upon the medium density
ρi (where subscript i refers to ‘CS’ and ‘rev’ for circumstellar and reverse
shocks, respectively), and the emitting volume, which is proportional to
R3s. If Λ is the cooling function such that Λ ∼ T 0.5 (Chevalier and Fransson
1994), then the X-ray luminosity can be written as Li ∝ ρ2iR3sΛ (Fransson
et al 1996). Chevalier and Fransson (2003) derives the expression for the
free-free X-ray luminosity from the forward and reverse shocks to be
Li ≈ 3.0×1039gffCn
(
M˙
10−5M yr−1
)2 ( vwind
10 km s−1
)−2( t
10 day
)−1
ergs−1
(6)
9Here Cn depends on the ejecta density index, and is 1 for the forward shock
and (n− 3)(n− 4)2/4(n− 2) for the reverse shock. The gff is the free-free
Gaunt factor. A caveat to note here is that this equation is valid only under
electron-ion equipartition which is questionable for the forward shock.
Eq. 6 suggests that the free-free X-ray luminosity evolves as t−1. How-
ever this is valid only for the constant mass loss medium (s = 2). For the
general case, Fransson et al (1996) derive the X-ray luminosity evolution to
be
Li ∝ t−(12−7s+2ns−3n)/(n−s)
An important point is that this formula assumes the X-ray emission covers
the full X-ray band, whereas the X-ray satellites observe only in a very
narrow band, e.g. Chandra and XMM-Newton cover 0.2–10 keV range. This
means unless the luminosity ratio in the narrow observing band is same as
that in the total X-ray band, one will not see the above evolution of the X-
ray luminosity. As shown in Fransson et al (1996), the luminosity in a given
energy band with E < kTi can be written as Li ∝ t−(6−5s+2ns−3n)/(n−s),
which has a much flatter time dependence. For steady wind (s = 2), Li ∝
t−(n−4)/(n−2).
The above treatment is valid for adiabatic shocks with T > 2× 107 K.
For high mass loss rates and slow moving shocks, the radiative cooling
may be important as the cooling function will depend on temperature as
Λ ∝ T−0.6 (Chevalier and Fransson 1994). If the temperature of the shocks
goes below 2 × 107 K, then the efficient radiative cooling will lower the
ejecta temperature to 104 K, where photoelectric heating from the shocks
balances the cooling. Since the ram pressure is maintained, a cool dense shell
(CDS) will form. The column density of the CDS can be estimated from
Ncool = Mrev/4piR
2
smp (mp is mass of a proton; Chevalier and Fransson
2003), which can be simplified to
Ncool(RS) ∼ 1021(n−4)
(
M˙
10−5M yr−1
)( vwind
10 km s−1
)−1 ( Vej
104km s−1
)−1(
t
100 days
)−1
cm−2
(7)
The effect of the CDS is that it will absorb the soft X-rays emission from
the reverse shock and re-radiate into UV and optical emission and will con-
tribute significantly to bolometric luminosity (Fransson 1984). In the CDS,
the atoms recombine and produce mainly Hα emission lines of intermediate
line widths ∼ 1000 km s−1.
Even though the intrinsic X-ray luminosity is high from the reverse
shock owing to its high density, due to absorption of the emission (Nymark
et al 2006), the X-ray emission may be dominated by the forward shock,
especially in SNe IIn (Chandra et al 2012a, 2015). An additional factor
favoring the dominance of the forward shock is that once the reverse shock
becomes radiative, its luminosity rises proportional to density while the
luminosity from the adiabatic forward shock continues to grow as density
squared. If the mass loss rate is very high, even the forward shock may
become radiative (e.g. SN 2010jl, Chandra et al 2015).
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While the radiation due to ejecta-CSM interaction in SNe is affected by
complicated hydrodynamics, in a simple approach the radiation luminosity
of the shocks is the total kinetic luminosity times the radiation efficiency
η = t/(t+ tc), where tc is the cooling time of the shocked shell at the age t.
In normal core-collapse SNe, the total radiated energy is only a few per cent
of its kinetic energy, but could reach up to 50% in SNe IIn due to efficient
cooling (Smith 2016). In case of radiative forward and reverse shocks, the
kinetic luminosity can be written as (Chevalier and Fransson 2016)
Li = piR
2
s (1/2ρiV
3
i ) = ci
(n− 3)
(n− 2) ×
1
2
M˙V 3ej
vwind
(8)
Here ci = (n−4)/2(n−2)2 for the reverse shock and ci = (n−3)2/(n−2)2
for the forward shock. Thus radiative luminosity goes as Li ∝ t−3/(n−2)
for a steady wind. However, for the more general case, it will evolve as
Li ∝ t−(15−6s+ns−2n)/(n−s).
While the X-ray emission discussed above is from the shocked shells,
the unshocked ejecta and CSM can also contribute to significant radiation.
During the shock breakout, the unshocked CSM can be ionized and emit in
optical and UV bands by subsequent recombination, mainly in Hα, Lyman-
α and C III, C IV, N V, and Si IV, whose line widths gives information
about the wind velocity. The unshocked CSM can also be excited by the X-
rays from the forward and reverse shocked shells and can produce coronal
emission lines, e.g., Fe VII and Fe X lines . The outermost layers of the
unshocked ejecta, ionized and heated by radiation can contribute towards
broad emission and absorption lines, such as C III, C IV, N V, and Si IV. In
dense CSM, electron scattering can be the dominant scattering and broaden
the width of the above discussed emission lines.
The above treatment assumes spherical symmetry of the system. How-
ever, if the CSM is asymmetric and/or clumpy, there are strong observa-
tional consequences for the CSM interaction with the SN ejecta (Chugai
and Danziger 1994). In a clumpy CSM, the predominance of soft radiation
is likely to come out from the clumps, since due to high density the velocity
of the shock in the clump will be much smaller than the Vc = Vs(ρs/ρc)
1/2.
The higher density and lower velocity of the clump can lead to radiative
cooling of the clump shock. Indeed, if the bulk of the CSM were in clumps,
radiation from clumps become the dominant source of the radiation in the
soft XUV band.
The ejecta diagnostics based on the CSM interaction cannot constrain
the ejecta mass and energy uniquely because the same density versus ve-
locity distribution in the ejecta outer layers can be produced by a different
combination of mass and energy. Yet the observed interaction luminosity
and the final velocity Vf of the decelerated shell constrain the energy of
the outer ejecta from the condition V > Vf . For the power-law index n in
ρej ∝ r−n, the obvious relations, such as the ejecta density turnover ve-
locity V0 ∝ (E/M)1/2, ρ(V ) ∝ ρ0(V0/V )n, and ρ0 ∝ M/V 3 result in the
energy-mass scaling E ∝ M (n−5)/(n−3). This scaling, when combined with
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the requirement that the velocity Vf should be larger than V0, provides us
with the lowest plausible values of E and M .
An important consequence of ejecta-CSM interaction is the radio emis-
sion. In the fast moving forward shock, the particles can be accelerated to
relativistic energies, and the presence of magnetic field give rise to non-
thermal synchrotron radio emission, which we discuss below.
3.1.1 Radio emission
In the shock front, the charged particles are accelerated most likely via
diffusive Fermi shock acceleration (Blandford and Ostriker 1978, Bell 1978).
The magnetic field is most likely the seed CSM magnetic field, compressed
and enhanced in the shocked region. Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the
contact discontinuity can further enhance the magnetic field (Chevalier and
Blondin 1995). If the energy density of the magnetic field as well as the
relativistic particles are considered to be proportional to the thermal energy
density, then one can easily obtain the radio emission formulae.
Radio emission arises primarily from the higher temperature forward
shock, where it is easier to accelerate the particles to relativistic energies.
The electron energy distribution is assumed to be a power law N(E) =
NoE
−p , where E is the electron energy, No is the normalization of the
distribution and p is the electron energy index, which is related to spectral
index α (in Fν ∝ ν−α, where Fν is the radio flux density at frequency ν)
as α = (p− 1)/2.
The radio emission is affected by either the external free-free absorp-
tion (FFA) process by the surrounding ionized wind, or by the internal
synchrotron self absorption (SSA) by the same electrons responsible for the
emission. The dominant absorption mechanism depends upon the mass loss
rate, magnetic field in the shocked shells, shock velocity and density of the
ejecta. One can distinguish between the two processes from the optically
thick part of the light curve or spectrum.
If SSA is the dominant absorption mechanism, then for SSA optical
depth τSSAν , one can use the Chevalier (1998) formulation to derive radio
flux density evolution.
F SSAν =
piR2s
D2
c5
c6
B−1/2
(
ν
2c1
)5/2
[1− exp(−τSSAν )] (9)
τSSAν =
s∫
0
κ(ν)ds ≈ κ(ν)s =
(
ν
2c1
)− p+42 (4fRsc6NoB p+22
3
)
where c1, c5 and c6 are the constants defined in Pacholczyk (1970), D,
and f , and B are the distance to the SN from observer, filling factor and
magnetic field strength, respectively.
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One can determine No from
∫∞
El
N(E)EdE, assuming electron rest mass
energy to be the lower energy limit, i.e. El = 0.51 MeV, then
No =
aB2(p− 2)Ep−2l
8pi
where a is the equipartition factor. The above equation can be written in
terms of optically thick τ > 1 and optically thin τ ≤ 1 limits as
F SSAν |τ≤1 =
4pifR3
3D2
c5NoB
p+1
2
(
ν
2c1
)− p−12
(10)
F SSAν |τ>1 =
piR2
D2
c5
c6
B−1/2
(
ν
2c1
)5/2
From these equations, one can estimate the Rp and Bp at the peak of
the spectrum, when F SSAν is Fp. They will depend on various parameters
as
Rp ∝ a− 12p+13 f− 12p+13 (p− 2)− 12p+13F
p+6
2p+13
p D
2p+12
2p+13 ν−1 (11)
Bp ∝ a− 42p+13 f− 42p+13 (p− 2)− 42p+13F−
2
2p+13
p D
− 42p+13 ν
Chevalier (1998) has given these equations for p = 3 to be:
Rp = 8.8× 1015a− 119
(
f
0.5
)− 119 (Fp
Jy
) 9
19
(
D
Mpc
) 18
19 ( ν
5 GHz
)−1
cm (12)
Bp = 0.58a
− 419
(
f
0.5
)− 419 (Fp
Jy
)− 219 ( D
Mpc
)− 419 ( ν
5 GHz
)
G
In Eq. 12, if R can be measured in some independent way (e.g. VLBI),
then both the magnetic field and the column density of the relativistic
electrons can be determined. Another possibility to independently estimate
the magnetic field is from synchrotron cooling effects, if it is observationally
seen in the supernova spectrum. One can derive the exact equipartition
fraction (e.g. SN 1993J, Chandra et al 2004).
By relating the post-shock magnetic energy density to the shock ram
pressure, i.e. B2/8pi = ςρwindV
2
s , where ς (ς ≤ 1) is a numerical constant,
mass loss rate can be obtained as
M˙ =
6× 10−7
m2Hς
(
B
1 G
)2(
t
100 d
)2 ( vwind
10 km s−1
)
Myr−1 (13)
While SSA seems to dominate in high velocity shocks, in the case of
high mass loss rate, external free-free absorption may be quite dominant.
The optical depth of the free-free absorption can be defined as
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τFFAν =
∞∫
RS
κFFAν nenids
Here κFFAν is the absorption coefficient, which depends upon ne and ni, the
electron and ion number densities, respectively. Here ne = M˙/4piR
2
svwindµemH ,
and ni = Zne, where Z =
∑
XjZ
2
j /
∑
XjZj . Thus
τFFAν =
M˙ZκFFAν
3(4pi)2R3m2Hµ
2
ev
2
wind
(14)
Panagia and Felli (1975), Weiler et al (2002) derived κFFAν to be
κFFAν = 4.74× 10−27
( ν
1 GHz
)−2.1( Te
105 K
)−1.35
(15)
FFA will cause the radio emission arising out of the (mainly) forward shock
to be attenuated by exp(−τFFAν ).
The above equation for a fully ionized wind, and assuming the wind to
be singly ionized, i.e. Z = 1 and µe = 1.3, gives a mass loss rate
M˙ = 4.76×10−5(τFFAν )0.5
(
Vej
104 km s−1
)1.5(
t
100 d
)1.5(
Te
105 K
)0.675 ( vwind
10 km s−1
)
Myr−1
(16)
Here it is important to mention that the above formula will overestimate
the mass loss rate if the wind if clumpy. Puls et al (2008) has shown that
in a clumpy wind, the mass loss rate can change (to a lower value) by as
much as a factor of 3.
In addition to SSA and FFA, Weiler et al (1990) proposed a model in
which thermal absorbing gas is mixed into the synchrotron emitting gas.
This can be a likely case with SNe IIn, in which a CDS is formed. A fraction
of the cool gas (104 − 105 K) from the CDS mixed in the forward shocked
region can also give rise to internal FFA. This will attenuate the radio
emission by a factor (1− exp(−τ intFFAν )), where τ intFFAν is the internal FFA
optical depth.
To fit the observational data, one can put the above formulae in simpler
forms , and derive time and frequency dependence of various parameters.
When SSA is the dominant absorption mechanism, the data can be fit with
the following model,
Fν(t) = K1ν
5/2ta(1− exp(−τSSAν )) (17)
τSSAν = K2ν
−(p+4)/2t−(a+b),
Here a gives the time evolution of the radio flux density in the optically
thick phase (F ∝ ta) and b in the optically thin phase (F ∝ t−b). Under
the assumption that the energy density in the particles and the fields is
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proportional to the postshock energy density, these quantities are related
with expansion parameter m and electron energy index p as a = 2m+ 0.5,
and b = (p+ 5− 6m)/2.
When FFA is the dominant absorption mechanism, the evolution of the
radio flux density can be fit with
Fν(t) = K1ν
−αt−β exp(−τFFAν (t)) (18)
τFFAν (t) = K2ν
−2.1t−δ,
where α is the frequency spectral index, which relates to the electron en-
ergy index as p = 2α + 1. Here K1 is the radio flux density normalization
parameter and K2 is the FFA optical depth normalization parameter. The
parameter δ is related to the expansion parameter m in Rs ∝ tm as δ ≈ 3m.
The parameter β is the time dependence, which under the assumption that
the energy density in the particles and the fields is proportional to the
postshock energy density leads to β = (p+ 5− 6m)/2 (Chevalier 1982a,b).
When the mixing of cool gas in the synchrotron emitting region is re-
sponsible for much of the absorption, in such a case the flux takes the form
Fν(t) = K1ν
αtβ
(1− exp(−τ intFFAν ))
τ intFFAν
(19)
τ intFFAν = K2ν
−2.1tδ
′
,
where δ′ is time evolution of internal-FFA optical depth.
The above discussion is based on the spherical geometry of the SN-CSM
system. However, there is evidence that the ejecta and the CSM may be far
from spherical and very complex in some cases. Smith et al (2009) found
an anisotropic and clumpy CSM medium in the RSG VY CMa, whereas
the structure of η Carinae was found to be bipolar (Smith 2010). The devi-
ation from spherical geometry can have strong observational consequences
in studying the SN-CSM interaction.
From this section onwards, I will concentrate on the observational as-
pects of SNe IIn, mainly in X-ray and radio bands.
4 X-ray observations of SNe IIn
Since a high CSM density is a prerequisite for the radio and X-ray emission,
the ejecta CSM interaction is expected to emit copiously in these bands in
SNe IIn. However, the statistics are contradictory. While more than ∼ 400
SNe IIn are known, only 12 are known to emit in the X-ray bands (Fig.
2). These include SNe 1978K, 1986J, 1988Z, 1995N, 1994W, 1996cr, 1998S,
2005ip, 2005kd, 2006gy, 2006jd and 2010jl (Ross and Dwarkadas 2017).
In Fig. 2, we plot X-ray luminosities of SNe IIn in 0.3–8 keV and 0.5–
2 keV bands. In 0.3–8 keV band, SNe IIn have high luminosities spread
within an order of magnitude, with the exception of SNe 1978K and 1998S
which are weaker X-ray emitters. Other than SN 2010jl, most of the X-ray
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detected SNe IIn have X-ray emission after around a year. This could have
contribution from observational biases due to the lack of early observations.
However, recently, in SN 2017gas, a nearby (d = 43 Mpc) SN IIn, early
observations covering 20–60 days after the discovery resulted in a non-
detection (Chandra and Chevalier 2017). In lower panel of Fig. 2, we plot
X-ray luminosity of SNe IIn in soft X-ray band (0.5–2 keV). SN 2006gy is a
weak X-ray emitter emitting only in the soft X-ray band. However, it was
a SLSN and SLSNe are generally known to be weak X-ray emitters. Here
the most unique SN is SN 1996cr, which was detected after 1000 days and
since then it’s luminosity continued to rise.
Due to higher density of the reverse shock, the thermal X-ray emission
from core collapse SNe, in general, has a dominant contribution from the
reverse shock. In SNe IIn, the X-ray plasma temperatures have been found
to be generally higher, consistent with the emission from the forward shock.
In SN 2005ip, the X-rays were fit by temperature T ≥ 7 keV, for at least
upto 6 years after the explosion (Katsuda et al 2014). In SN 2005kd, the
early emission (up to ≤ 2 years) was dominated by hard X-rays (Dwarkadas
et al 2016). Chandra et al (2012a) have shown that the Chandra and XMM-
Newton observations in SN 2006jd are best fit with a thermal plasma with
electron temperature ≥ 20 keV. This is because the radiative cooling shell
(CDS) formed between the reverse and forward shock may have absorbed
most of the X-rays emanating from the reverse shock. While this implies
X-ray emission is mainly coming from the forward shock, these telescopes
did not have the sensitivity to better constrain the temperature since both
work below 10 keV range. In SN 2010jl, using the joint NuSTAR and XMM-
Newton observations, Ofek et al (2014b), Chandra et al (2015) derived the
X-ray spectrum in the energy range 0.3–80 keV, and constrained the X-
ray emitting shock temperature to be 19 keV, thus confirming that the
dominant X-ray emission in the SN is indeed coming from the hotter forward
shock (Fig. 3). This is the first time the (forward) shock temperature was
observationally accurately measured in a SNe IIn.
As discussed in section, §3, the thermal X-ray luminosity is expected
to decline as ∼ 1/t for a steady wind. However, observations of several
SNe IIn have shown to not follow this evolution (See Fig. 2 as well as
Dwarkadas and Gruszko (2012), Dwarkadas et al (2016)). In the energy
range 0.2 − 10 keV, where the current telescopes Chandra, XMM-Newton
and Swift-XRT are most sensitive, SN 2005kd followed a X-ray luminosity
evolution of LXray ∝ t−1.6 (Dwarkadas et al 2016). Contrary to it, SN 2006jd
followed a flatter decline of t−0.2 for upto 4.5 years (Chandra et al 2012a),
followed by a much steeper decline 8 years later (Katsuda et al 2016). The
X-ray luminosity for SN 2010jl was found to be roughly constant for the first
∼ 200 days with a power-law index of t0.13±0.08, followed by a much faster
decay with a power-law index of ∼ −2.12±0.13 after day 400. Unfortunately
there are no data between 200 and 400 days to see the luminosity evolution
in this range. Figure 4 shows the plot of X-ray and bolometric luminosity
light curves of SN 2010jl and SN 2006jd. The deviation from t−1 is quite
evident here. The luminosity decline is much flatter in SN 2006jd than
that of SN 2010jl. Around the same epoch, the SN 2006jd X-ray light curve
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Fig. 2 The 0.3–8 keV (upper panel) and 0.5–2 keV (lower panel) X-ray luminosities
of SNe IIn (Ross and Dwarkadas 2017). In the upper panel the X-ray luminosities
of SN 1998S and SN 2006jd are in 0.2-10 keV and in the lower panel, SN 1986J and
SN 1995N X-ray luminosities are in the range 0.5–2.4 keV.
declines as t−0.24, while SN 2010jl declines as t−2.12. The relative flatness of
the bolometric luminosity of SN 2006jd for a longer duration indicates that
the CSM interaction powered the light curve for a much longer time than
SN 2010jl. This indicates that the duration of mass ejection in SN 2006jd
may have been longer in this case than for SN 2010jl, though in both cases
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Fig. 3 Joint NuSTAR and XMM-Newton spectrum of the SN 2010jl covering en-
ergy range 0.3–80 keV. Chandra et al (reproduced from, 2015).
it occurred shortly before the explosion. This suggests a different nature of
progenitors for the two SNe.
While this deviation from LXray ∝ 1/t could be attributed to effects like
like inverse-Compton scattering etc. at early times, the late time deviation
seen in many SNe IIn cannot be explained by it. The complex nature of the
progenitor star of SNe IIn could also be a cause of this. If the winds are not
steady (deviation from ρwind ∝ 1/R2 ), and have clumpy, asymmetric struc-
ture, the luminosity evolution will be far from LXray ∝ 1/t. However, the
narrow energy ranges of present X-ray instruments pose a problem because
one measures spectral X-ray luminosity, whereas the ∼ 1/t dependence is
valid for total X-ray luminosity (Fransson et al 1996). As discussed above,
the observations have indicated that the temperatures of the X-ray emit-
ting regions in many SNe IIn are higher than can be measured in the 0.2–10
keV bandpass of the X-ray detectors, thus we may be missing the peak of
the X-ray emission. A measurable effect of this instrument bias is that, as
shock sweeps up more and more material with time, the shock temperature
decreases, shifting the X-ray emission to progressively lower temperatures
at later epochs. Thus one should see flattening or even increase in the soft
X-ray emission flux with time. This was seen in SN 1978K, where 2–10 keV
flux showed decline, but 0.5–2 keV soft X-ray emission remained constant
for a long time without any signs of decline (Schlegel et al 2004). How-
ever, there is are exceptions like SN 1986J and SN 1988Z where the soft
X-ray luminosity was found to evolve as LXray ∝ t−3 (Temple et al 2005)
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and LXray ∝ t−2.6 (Schlegel and Petre 2006), respectively. This may sug-
gest that more physical reasons (like complex progenitor, unsteady mass
loss rates etc.) are responsible for this behaviour, other than the narrow
bandpass of X-ray instruments. In this respect, SN 1996cr was a unique SN
which demonstrated a factor of > 30 increase in X-ray flux between 1997
and 2000 (Bauer et al 2008). The observations implied that the progenitor
of SN 1996cr exploded in a cavity and freely expanded for 1–2 before strik-
ing the dense CSM. The above observational study shows that it is crucial
to have wide band X-ray coverage to disentangle the instrumental issues
from the physical reasons in order to truly understand the nature of the
X-ray emission.
4.1 Evolution of column density
In some SNe IIn with well sampled X-ray observations, the X-ray column
densities have seemed to evolve with time, indicating the cause of absorp-
tion as CSM as opposed to ISM. Katsuda et al (2014) found column density
of NH ∼ 5×1022 cm−2 for first few years in SN 2005ip, gradually decreasing
to NH ∼ 4×1020 cm−2 at later epochs, consistent with the Galactic absorp-
tion. The fact that the spectra was fit well with a thermal emission model
with kT > 7 keV implied a forward shock origin of the X-rays absorbed by
the evolving CSM.
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Fig. 5 The column density evolution in SN 2010jl. The figure is reproduced from
Chandra et al (2015).
SN 2010jl is the best studied Type IIn SN in X-ray bands, where X-ray
observations covered a period up to day 1500 with Chandra, XMM-Newton,
NuSTAR, and Swift-XRT. This SN provided the best studied evolution of
column density from 40 to 1500 days (Fig. 5 and Chandra et al 2012b,
2015). During this time period, three orders of magnitude change in column
density was witnessed. At the first epoch the column density associated with
the SN,NH = 10
24 cm−2, which was 3000 times higher than the Galactic
column density, which declined slowly by an order of magnitude upto day
∼ 650. Followed by a sharp decline, it settled to 10 times the Galactic
value. The higher column density observed in the X-ray observations for SN
2010jl was not found to be associated with the high host galaxy extinction,
indicating that the higher column density is due to the mass loss near the
forward shock and thus is arising from the CSM. This was the first time
that external circumstellar X-ray absorption had been clearly observed in a
SN and enabled one to trace the precise mass loss evolution history of the
star.
As discussed in previous section, due to high density of the CSM, much
of the X-ray is reprocessed to visible bands. Thus one would expect less
efficient reprocessing as material becomes more transparent with time. In
the X-ray and bolometric luminosities plot of SN 2006jd and SN 2010jl
(Fig. 4), the bolometric luminoisities are at least an order of magnitude
higher for first several hundred days. However, the difference between the
two luminosities is decreasing with time. This indicates that with decreasing
density, reprocessing of X-rays is becoming less efficient. Long term follow
up of the X-ray and bolometric luminosities will be very informative here.
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occupy higher values in the X-ray luminosity space. The X-ray data are taken from
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5 Radio emission of SNe IIn
Radio emission in SNe IIn is very intriguing. Out of ∼ 400, less than half
SNe IIn (∼ 154) have been looked at in the radio bands (mainly with the
Very Large Array (VLA)) and ∼ 10% have been detected. However, there is
a very interesting trend in radio and X-ray detected SNe IIn. While X-ray
luminosities are towards the high end in SNe IIn, the radio luminosities are
diverse. In Fig. 6, we plot peak X-ray and radio luminosities of radio and
X-ray detected SNe IIn and compare them with some well sampled core
collapse SNe. While the X-ray luminosities of SNe IIn are systematically
higher than their counterparts, radio luminosities do not stand out and
occupy four orders of magnitude space.
This probably could be explained as a side effect of high density. While
high density of the CSM means efficient production of synchrotron radio
emission, it also translates into higher absorption. Hence, by the time emis-
sion reaches optical depth of unity, the strength of synchrotron emission is
already weakened. This can explain that radio light curves are extremely
diverse; the diversity translate to diversity in the CSM density.
The support for above argument also comes from the fact that most of
the SNe IIn are late radio emitters (Fig. 7), indicating higher absorption
early on (Chandra et al., to be submitted). Some of the radio emitting SNe
IIn were either discovered late or classified late. The prototypical SNe IIn,
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e.g. SN 1986J, SN 1988Z and SN 1978K were observed years after their
explosions. Most of the SNe IIn discovered soon after the explosion, did
not have early radio observations within a month, except for SN 2009ip
(Margutti et al 2014). SN 2009ip was detected in radio bands early on but
faded below detection within a few tens of days. However, SN 2009ip was
a peculiar SN with a poorly understood explosion mechanism. In contrast,
the observations of SN 2010jl started by day 45 but the first detection
happened only after 500 days (Chandra et al 2015), clearly showcasing the
efficient absorption of radio emission for a long period.
In addition to high absorption, observational biases could also be par-
tially responsible. The late radio turn on may also explain the observed
overall low detection rates of SNe IIn. If a SN is not bright in radio bands
in a first few epochs, the observational campaign for that SN is usually over.
So even if a SN IIn was a potential radio emitter at later epochs, it would
be missed in radio bands. To understand this observational bias, van Dyk
et al (1996) observed 10 SNe IIn at an age of a few hundred days and still
did not detect any; they set upper limits of 150 − 250 µJy. However, the
current telescopes are able to reach at least an order of magnitude better
sensitivity. In addition, the current upgraded VLA is extremely sensitive at
higher frequencies where the radio absorption effects vanish much sooner
(τν ∝ ν−2). Strategic study of SNe IIn at higher frequencies at early times
to low frequencies at late epochs is likely to result in the most complete
sample of radio supernovae (Perez-Torres et al 2015, Wang et al 2015).
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5.1 Absorption of radio emission
In classic core collapse SNe, the radio emission is mainly absorbed either
by the ionized CS medium (FFA) or by the in situ relativistic electrons
(SSA). Observations when the SN is rising in the light curve evolution can
disentangle the underlying absorption mechanism. The role of absorption
mechanisms is different for different SNe (Chevalier and Fransson 2003).
SNe IIn are expected to have external FFA due to their high density. How-
ever, in SNe IIn due to high density, a radiative cooling shell is formed in
the shocked region. The mixing of the cool gas in the forward shocked shell
may cause some SNe IIn to undergo internal FFA. This indeed has been
seen in SN 2006jd (Fig. 8 and Chandra et al 2012a), SN 1986J (Chandra
et al 2012a) and SN 1988Z (van Dyk et al 1993, Williams et al 2002).
In SN 2006jd, Chandra et al (2012a) estimated the mass of the mixed
absorbing gas by assuming that the absorbing low temperature (104−105 K)
gas is in pressure equilibrium with the X-ray emitting gas. They showed that
modest amount of ∼ 104 K cool gas, i.e. Mass ∼ 10−8M could explain
internal absorption in SN 2006jd (Fig. 8).
Irrespective of the fact whether absorption is internal or external, it
implies very high mass loss rates. However, the mass loss rate constraints
will become less severe by a factor of 3 if the wind is clumpy (Puls et al
2008). In addition, calculations of mass loss rate are usually done assuming
solar metallicity. However, metallicity will lower mass loss rate as M˙ ∼ Z0.69
(Vink et al 2001). Interestingly, recent observational findings demonstrated
that erratic mass-loss behavior preceding core-collapse extends to H-poor
progenitors as well.
6 Episodic mass loss?
Multiwaeband observations of SNe IIn have shown that the mass loss rate
from some SNe IIn may not be steady. Unfortunately it is difficult to disen-
tangle this effect because SNe IIn are likely to remain highly absorbed for a
long duration. By the time they become optically thin in radio bands, the
strength of synchrotron emission is too weak to see any modulations due to
changing mass loss. In addition, one needs a long term follow up to see the
episodic mass loss. In X-ray observations, due to the lack of well sampled
data, such trends are easy to miss. Yet, it seems that some SNe IIn seem
to suggest episodic mass loss rate.
In Fig. 9, X-ray and radio light curves are plotted for a Type IIn SN
1995N (Chandra et al 2009). The X-ray bands were chosen to mimic the
ROSAT and ASCA bands (Chandra et al 2005). The radio data is at the
four representative VLA frequencies. Around day ∼ 1300 onwards, bumps
in the X-ray and radio light curves are seen. The long gap in the X-ray
light curve does not show the evolution of this bump, however, in the radio
data one can clearly see this effect. Due to the sensitivity limitation of the
telescopes and lack of long term follow up, its not possible to explore the
further bumps, if any.
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Fig. 8 Spectra of SN 2006jd reproduced from Chandra et al (2012a). Here internal
free-free absorption (black solid lines) best fit the observed absorption.
Hints of bumps near simultaneously in both X-ray and radio bands light
curves can be possibly seen in SN 2006jd as well (Chandra et al 2012a). The
radio emission is too weak in SN 2010jl to note any such bumps. However,
X-ray data seems to suggest a steady decline followed by a sudden decline
settling down to steady decline again at ∼ 1000 days (Chandra et al 2015).
These trends could be suggestive of the episodic mass loss rates in some
SNe IIn and may support the LBV scenario. However, further study and
much longer follow ups are needed. Episodic mass-loss rates have been seen
in many type Ib/Ic/IIb SNe too.
7 Asymmetry in the explosion
Although in normal core collapse SNe circumstellar interaction can be suc-
cessfully described in terms of spherical models, there are indications of a
more complex situation in SNe exploding in dense environments. In optical
bands, there have been various pieces of evidence suggesting asymmetry in
the explosion via polarization observations. The optical spectropolarimetry
observations with Keck telescope showed a high degree of linear polariza-
tion in SN 1998S, implying significant asphericity for its CSM environment
(Leonard et al 2000). In SN 1997eg, spectropolarimetric observations in-
dicated the presence of a flattened disk-like CSM surrounding a spherical
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Fig. 9 Radio and X-ray light curves of SN 1995N. A hint of enhanced emission
bump in radio and X-ray bands of a Type IIn SN 1995N around ∼ 1300 days. The
figure is reproduced from Chandra et al (2005, 2009).
ejecta, which Hoffman et al (2008) interpreted as supporting the LBV pro-
genitor scenario. Patat et al (2011) found significant polarization in SN
2010jl two weeks after the discovery, suggesting similarity with SN 1998S
and SN 1997eg. Many of the models explaining SNe IIn require a bipolar
wind or disk like geometry (see Smith (2016) for a review).
In some SNe IIn, interpretation of the radio and X-ray data too seem
to suggest asymmetry. In case of SN 2006jd, it was difficult to reconcile the
X-ray and radio data with spherical models (Chandra et al 2012a). The
column density of the matter absorbing the X-ray emission was found to be
∼ 50 times smaller than what was needed to produce the X-ray luminosity.
In addition, the implied column density from radio observations were also
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found to be low. Chandra et al (2012a) attempted to explain it with the
clumpiness of the CSM clouds, since the absorption column depends on the
CSM wind density as∝ ρwind and the X-ray luminosity as∝ ρ2wind. However,
it lead to an inconsistent shock velocity derived from the observed X-ray
spectrum and this model was ruled out. They explained it in a scenario
in which the CSM clouds interact primarily with the CDS. This suggested
that there is a global asymmetry in the CSM gas distribution that allowed
a low column density in one direction, unaffected by the dense interaction
taking place over much of the rest of the solid angle as viewed from the
SN. This would also explain the low column density to the radio emission
too, because both radio and X-ray are from the same region. The lack of
external FFA seen in this SN could also be explained in this model.
SN 2010jl early optical spectra showed the presence of broad emission
lines (Smith et al 2012, Fransson et al 2014, Ofek et al 2014b). This could
be explained by an electron scattering optical depth > 1− 3, i.e., a column
density NH ≥ 3×1024 cm−2. This was comparable with the column density
seen in the first X-ray observations (Chandra et al 2012b). However, at later
epochs (t > 70 day), the X-rays column density declined to NH < 3× 1024
cm−2. These constraints are difficult to reconcile with a spherical model of
column density 3×1024 cm−2. This may suggest that the X-rays escape the
interaction region, avoiding the high column density CSM. This situation
can be reconciled well in a scenario for the CSM having a bipolar geometry.
If LBVs indeed are the progenitor of some SNe IIn, they are most likely
asymmetric as known Galactic LBVs show a complex CSM structure. In ad-
dition, binary evolution can also lead to aspherical structure (e.g., McCray
and Fransson 2016).
8 Summary and open problems
In this review, I have discussed the observational aspects of the ejecta-
CSM interaction mainly in SNe exploding in dense environments. The re-
view mainly concentrates on the radio and X-ray emission, with the aim of
understanding the nature of intriguing progenitor system of SNe IIn.
Observations have indicated that in SNe IIn show high X-ray luminosi-
ties dominated by high temperatures for years, implying the forward shock
is responsible for the dominant X-ray emission. Long term observations
of X-ray emission have indicated evolving CSM in some SNe IIn, directly
confirming the evidence that medium surrounding stars is modified via the
progenitor star, the properties of which can be studied by the detailed X-ray
light curves and spectra. However, one need to make observations in wide
X-ray bands, to avoid biases coming from the narrow X-ray range, and so
to disentangle the observational effects versus the ones coming due to the
nature of progenitor wind.
In radio bands, SNe IIn are mostly late emitters. Radio detected SNe
IIn do not tend to be necessarily bright, most likely due to absorption. The
absorption mechanism could have a dominant contribution from the cool
gas mixed in the radio emitting region. This could also be the reason that
only 10% SNe IIn show radio emission. More systematic studies are needed
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to remove observational biases and pin point the physical causes of the low
detection statistics. The property of late time turn on may be causing us to
miss many of them due to lack of sufficiently observations. With the wealth
of new and refurbished sensitive telescopes, a carefully planned sensitive
study is needed. A good strategy is to observe SNe IIn at high frequencies
for at least a year before discarding it as a radio non-emitter.
The nature of progenitors of SNe IIn remains the biggest challenge. The
mass loss rates needed to explain SNe IIn are extremely high. Some SNe IIn
have indicated episodic mass loss rates. There are hints of eruptive events
towards the end stages of evolution. These effects need to be included in the
current generations of stellar evolution models. However, it is important to
note here that the mass loss rate constraints will become less severe by a
factor of 3 if the wind is clumpy.
Many of the massive stars are expected to live in binary systems. Their
influence in the stellar evolution need to be explored. In addition, obser-
vations have indicated low progenitor masses in some SNe IIn. This has
challenged the idea of interacting SNe arising from very massive progenitor
stars, and has put a question mark on the LBV progenitors. In fact, the
very nature of the LBV has been questioned and much work is needed in
this direction. A very sensitive observations of the Galactic OB regions and
LBV stars could throw light on this.
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